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1.A company has a custom object, Sales Demo Request, that has a lookup to an Opportunity. It is required
that a Sales Demo Request record be created when an Opportunity's Probability is greater than 50%.
What is the optimal way to automate this?
A. Build a Flow on Opportunity.
B. Create a Workflow on Opportunity.
C. Use an Apex Trigger on Opportunity.
D. Build a Process on Opportunity
Answer: C
2.A Visualforce Page throws an Attempt to dereference a null object error for a Contact.
What change In the controller will fix the error?
A. Declare a static final Contact at the top of the controller.
B. Change the setters signature to return a Contact.
C. Use a condition in the getter to return a new Contact if it is null.
D. Change the getter's signature to be static Contact.
Answer: C
3.The Contact object has a custom field called "Zone." Its data type is "Text" and field length is 3.

What is the outcome after executing the following code snippet in the org?
A. Both inserts succeed and the contact record that has the Zone value of 'PI'IT is set to NULL
B. A partial insert succeeds and the contact record that has the Zone value 'IAD1 is inserted
C. Both inserts succeed and the contact record that has the Zone value of PITT is truncated
D. An unhandled DML exception is thrown and no contact records are inserted
Answer: D
4.A large company uses Salesforce across several departments. Each department has its own Salesforce
Administrator. It was agreed that each Administrator would have their own sandbox in which to test
changes. Recently, users notice that fields that were recently added for one department suddenly
disappear without warning. Also, Workflows that once sent emails and created tasks no longer do so.
Which two statements are true regarding these issues and resolution? Choose 2 answers
A. A sandbox should be created to use as a unified testing environment instead of deploying Change Sets
directly to production.
B. Page Layouts should never be deployed via Change Sets, as this causes Workflows and Field-level
Security to be reset and fields to disappear.
C. The administrators are deploying their own Change Sets, thus deleting each other's fields from the
objects in production.
D. The administrators are deploying their own Change Sets over each other, thus replacing entire Page
Layouts and Workflows in Production
Answer: A,D
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5.A developer is using a third-party JavaScript library to create a custom user interface in Visualforce. The
developer needs to use JavaScript to get data from a controller method in response to a user action.
How can the developer accomplish this?
A. Use <apex:actionFunction> to create a JavaScript wrapper for the controller method
B. Use the @RemoteAction annotation on the method definition with JavaScript Remoting
C. Use the $Controller global variable to access the controller method via JavaScript
D. Use <apex:actionSupport> to enable JavaScript support for the controller method
Answer: B
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